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Abstract. Traditional Requirements Engineering (RE) practices have
introduced new tools to elicit and model requirements. Applying these
tools to building AI software solutions has raised new issues and chal-
lenges. Also, most AI-based software solutions ignore human-centred val-
ues and focus on technical aspects. Existing tools and RE methods must
extend to consider building more human-centred AI solutions. Recogniz-
ing this, we present a novel tool to support requirements elicitation and
modelling for human-centred AI software. This paper details the tool’s
multi-system journey as it was applied across three diverse real-world
projects: a mHealth app, a Virtual Reality 360 video enhancer, and a
supermarket compliance app. The first two projects were in the later
stages of software development, and the third was conducted during the
early stages of building the software solution. The tool was used to elicit
and model requirements for the three case studies in collaboration with
eight experts. The tool helped to understand what requirements must be
captured at the initial stages vs later stages in RE for AI (RE4AI).

Keywords: requirements engineering · software engineering · artificial
intelligence · machine learning · human-centered · conceptual modeling

1 Introduction

Recent technological developments have shown a shift towards using Artificial
Intelligence (AI) components in many software solutions. This technology shift
has become possible because of increased processing power and data availability
[33]. However, the prevalence of AI components in building new software systems
has impacted the way we build software and many new issues have emerged in
the process. Existing methods and tools used in Software Engineering (SE) are
inadequate in building AI software [53, 23]. Furthermore, new requirements not
considered in traditional SE have appeared, such as around ethics and data [43].

In traditional Requirements Engineering (RE) for software systems that do
not have an AI component, the development process usually involves specifying
requirements for systems that are deterministic and outputs are known early on.
However, in RE for AI (RE4AI), it is more difficult to specify requirements as
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these systems tend to be undeterministic and black-box in nature, and outputs
are usually unknown until the models are trained and tested with data [14, 43, 1,
35]. These changes have resulted in a gap in RE practises, tools and techniques
for building AI-based software systems.

Another major issue when building AI-based software is that it is much
more common to focus on the technical aspects of the AI components [42, 52]
and overlook human-centred aspects such as age, gender, culture, emotions, eth-
nicity, and many others [31, 55]. Overlooking these human-centred aspects when
building AI software can lead to biased systems, discrimination towards users, or
non-inclusive [15, 8, 54]. Human-centred design resolves around building systems
that meet human needs first, rather than building technically sound systems
that do not address the users needs [42, 55]. Recently, more research has been
invested in ways to build more human-centred AI software. Leading industry
organizations such as Google, Microsoft, and Apple are proposing guidelines for
building human-centred AI software [29, 44, 11]. Although this is a growing area
of research, there is limited work on RE for human-centred AI, and most of the
available work focuses on designing systems [6, 3].

When comparing the results from a recent SLR [6] with a user survey [4],
we found that in-practice tools were used more than the ones reported in the
literature. The survey identified 15 different tools and drawing editors used.
Although more tools were used in practice, such as JIRA, Confluence, and Excel,
most do not consider many aspects of RE4AI and could contribute to low-quality
requirements in AI software.

In this study, we propose and evaluate a new tool to elicit and model re-
quirements for human-centred AI software. The tool consists of a catalogue of
requirements for human-centred AI and a modelling language to present these
requirements visually. The catalogue contains requirements extracted from in-
dustrial human-centred AI guidelines and any requirements on RE4AI identified
during the mapping study [5]. We apply and evaluate our proposed tool in three
case studies. Our framework helps improve team awareness of what others are
doing regarding AI-based software component requirements.

We published the preliminary result of the tool at the 18th International Con-
ference on Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software Engineering (ENASE) [5].
The study showcases and evaluates our framework and tool support in one case
study. This chapter extends the evaluation to another case study, and we conduct
interviews with seven experts from the three projects to get an insight into the
benefits and limitations of our tool. The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides a brief background related work. Section 3 presents details of
our toolkit. Section 4 reports on implementing the tool in a case study. Section 5
presents the interview with the experts to evaluate the tool. Section 6 discusses
key results and summarizes emerging theories. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Background

Requirements elicitation is one of the most crucial parts of RE as it sets out
to unravel and capture the need for the system from the stakeholders early on
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in the software development life cycle [20]. The process of eliciting requirements
includes “a set of activities that must allow communication, prioritization, ne-
gotiation, and collaboration with all the relevant stakeholders” [60]. To capture
the correct requirements, system boundaries need to be set and defined [47].

In Zowghi and Coulin [60], requirements elicitation undertake the following
activities: 1) Understanding the problems (i.e. application domain) that must
be solved. 2) Identifying the different sources when collecting requirements for
a given software project. In this step, we need to identify the stakeholders, sys-
tem users, systems to be replaced, business processes, documentation, etc. 3)
Identifying and analysing relevant stakeholders, whether they are part of the
organization or external stakeholders. This will include finding out the most
important stakeholders (the customers and clients). 4) Deciding on what tools,
techniques and methods to use when eliciting requirements for a given system.
These will depend on the context of a given system and business rules. 5) Once
the stakeholders, methods to use, business operations and rules are established,
the last thing will be to elicit the requirements needed from the stakeholders.

There are several issues related to requirements elicitation techniques that
include miscommunication and difficulties in transferring knowledge between the
elicitor and stakeholders [26]. Some of these issues include eliciting: (1) known-
unknowns which is the knowledge that the elicitor is aware of but not the stake-
holder. (2) Unknown-known knowledge held by the stakeholder and cannot ex-
press to the elicitor. (3) Unknown-unknowns, which are the most challenging of
all, and both the stakeholder and elicitor are unaware of the existing knowledge
in this situation [58, 27]. We argue that there is a significant amount of require-
ments that are unknown-unknowns in RE4AI, as most of the time, it is difficult
to set requirements early when building AI software, and in most situations, it is
unknown what the outcomes of the system would be until the data is trained on
a given model. Therefore, some requirements can only become known towards
the end of the software life-cycle.

Requirements modelling languages are used to visually display requirements
and identify the stakeholders’ needs at a higher-level abstraction of the sys-
tem [28]. Examples of RE modelling languages include Goal-Oriented Require-
ments Languages (GRL) [37] and the i* model [18]. In GRL, goals are used to
model non-functional requirements and business rules [9]. However, the disad-
vantage of using GLR is that it is difficult to learn in non-software engineering.
Modelling languages such as UML and SysML have been used to model require-
ments in RE4AI. Although these modelling languages are easier to use and learn
than GRL, they have limitations in modelling NFRs and business rules [49, 30,
7]. Other studies proposed to use conceptual models to present requirements in
RE4AI. In [46], the authors presented a conceptual framework to model require-
ments for ML systems from three views, including the business view, analytic
design view, and the data preparation view. The three views are combined to
show a holistic view of the system. More solutions are being proposed to model
requirements in RE4AI; however, there is limited work in modelling human-
centred RE4AI.
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3 A Toolkit to Elicit and Model Requirements for
Human-centered AI systems

There is a considerable amount of tools used in SE to manage software sys-
tems. However, most of these tools are not accustomed to building software with
an AI component [53]. Although new approaches have been proposed to provide
tailored tools in RE4AI, most of these new methods are still in the early phases
of development with limited empirical work [6]. Although most of these tools
are common and easy to use among diverse team members, they do not provide
the support needed to manage requirements for AI software. Consequently, we
propose a new tool based on our framework to elicit and model requirements for
human-centred AI software.

3.1 Requirements Engineering for Human-centered AI Framework

Our proposed Requirements Engineering for Human-centered AI (RE4HCAI)
framework consists of three layers as shown in Figure 1, and was inspired by
Google PAIR’s human-centred AI guidelines [29]. We used five of the areas men-
tioned in Google PAIR and added a new area “Model Needs”. The six selected
areas included: User Needs, Model Needs, Data Needs, Feedback & User Control,
Explainability & Trust, and Errors & Failure. The three layers of the framework
are explained below.

Fig. 1. Framework for eliciting and modelling requirements for human-centred AI soft-
ware (from [5])

Identifying Human-centered AI Requirements: We combined all the
human-centred guidelines from Google PAIR, Microsoft’s guidelines for human-
centred AI interaction [44], and the guidelines for Apple’s human interface for
developing ML applications [11] along with the Machine Learning Canvas [39].
Note that the ML Canvas is not aimed at including human-centred aspects
and mostly focuses on technical features; however, we found that it provided a
great collaboration platform and we found it would complement the available
human-centred guidelines. The combined guidelines were then mapped against
any existing human-centred studies found in our mapping study on RE4AI [3]
and [59]. Also, we collected any requirements found in the mapping studies that
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could fit into any of our six selected areas. Figure 2 shows a high-level summary
of the collected requirements for each area.

Fig. 2. Requirements for human-centred AI (from [5])

When mapping the human-centred guidelines against the requirements found
in the literature, we found that there was a gap in two of the selected areas: (4)
Feedback & User Control and (6) Errors & Failure, with not much literature
found in those two areas. Additionally, the collected human-centred guidelines
were targeted at the design phase of the software development process. Thus,
we wanted to know which of the guideline needed to be addressed in RE. We
asked participants in a user survey which of these guidelines they have either
included when specifying requirements for AI software, or they thought should
be included in RE4AI. The results showed that all the collected human-centred
guidelines should be covered in RE. There was less emphasis on identifying errors
and deciding on what feedback to use when building AI software, however, we
believe that these two areas are overlooked in RE and need to be investigated
further in research.

Catalogue of Requirements for Human-Centered AI: The collected
human-centred requirements were listed in a tabular format. The catalogue in-
cluded all the requirements that were mapped from the literature and the guide-
lines and had six sections. Each section was dedicated to displaying more detailed
requirements for each of the areas shown in Figure 2. The objective was to use
the catalogue as a means to elicit requirements from the stakeholders first, then
model these requirements using our conceptual modelling language.

Conceptual Model: When conducting the mapping study, we looked at
papers that used a modelling language or notation to present requirements, we
found that most of the studies either preferred UML or used a Domain Specific
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Language (DSL). The reason for UML being more popular than other used mod-
elling languages was that it was easier to understand and use among different
groups [41, 12]. However, the issue with UML was that it had some limitations
when presenting requirements for AI, and it lacked support for modelling busi-
ness rules and non-functional requirements. Also, we had concepts that were
difficult to present such as needs, limitations, and trade-offs. Therefore, we cre-
ated a domain-specific model to present our requirements visually.

RE for 
Human-centered AI 

(RE4HCAI)

Data Need Requirements

+ ID:type = D_number
+ Name: 
+ Text:
+ Does data match user needs?  Bool

+ Data source: public / private
+ Features
+ Labels: explicit / implicit
+ Sampling rate
+ Examples
+ Privacy and safety laws
+ Feedback used as data: yes / no
+ Data quality
+ Constraints: cost, accuracy,
quality, time?
+ Identifying and reporting biases related to data

User Need Requirements

+ ID:type = U_number
+ Name: 
+ Text:
+  Is target for AI: Bool

+ User interaction: reactive / proactive
+ User awareness: visible / Invisible 
+ Approach:  Automation / augmentation
+ Reward Function: precision / recall

Model Need Requirements 

+ ID:type = M_number
+ Name: 
+ Text:

+ Algorithm optimizing for: Explainability / 
robust / accuracy 
+ Type: supervised / unsupervised
+ Training: dynamic / static
+ Tools 

Feedback & User Control Requirements

+ ID:type = F_number
+ Name: 
+ Text
+Type:  Explicit / implicit / calibration

+ Reward to user
+ Instrument: Survey / rating / notification
+ Use feedback in model tuning
+ User control:  Level
+ Dismiss feedback

Explainability & Trust Requirements

+ ID:type = X_number
+ Name: 
+ Text:

+ Explaining limitations
+ Explaining capabilities 
+ Explaining data used
+ Explain predictions
+ Explaining consequences to users actions 
+ Explain feedback
+ Explain errors
+ Explain law and third party involvement

Errors Handling Requirements

+ ID:type = E_number
+ Name: 
+ Text:
+ Error type: background / context / failstate

+ Error source: prediction / input / output
+ Error risk:  high / low
+ Action

Fig. 3. First level of modelling language: Six different areas at a high-level view

Our model consisted of two layers; the first layer provided a holistic view of
each of our six areas as shown in Figure 3. In the first layer, we used UML class
notations to showcase a more high-level presentation of the requirements needed
for each area, and an oval shape to show the high-level goal of the system and
connecting all the six presented areas. The second layer presented a separate
model for each area, we used unified notations for all the areas as presented in
Figure 4. When creating our modelling notations we tried to adhere as much as
possible with the Physics of Notations [45]. We incorporated the use of different
shapes, colours, and textures to reduce the cognitive overload of users and make
the notations as easy to use and understand as possible. We did limit the use
of colour to yellow for people who are colour-blind or vision impaired. Each
notation is used to model a different concept from the requirements collected in
the catalogue.
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Fig. 4. Legend for the conceptual model to show more abstract requirements [5]

3.2 Tool and Platform Selection

Since building a software system with an AI component required different team
roles to work together, we wanted to use platforms and tools that most peo-
ple were familiar with. The idea was to utilize existing tools and collaboration
platforms. Therefore, we decided to use some of the platforms identified in our
user survey to evaluate our initial prototype. We used Confluence [56] which
is an online collaboration platform where team members can work on projects,
share, plan, and build ideas together. Confluence was used as means to present
and distribute our framework among participants and allowed us to present our
modelling tool using existing drawing applications such as Lucid Chart [40] and
Draw.io [57].

A new project space was created and a brief overview of the tool was provided
on the introduction page as shown in Figure 5. Also, the introduction page
provided a short tutorial on how to use the tool. The first page included a table
with the catalogue, which the participant could use to elicit the human-centred
requirements for a specific AI software system. The second page was used to
showcase the available modelling notations that are displayed in Figure 4. The
next four pages contained templates to our the models from the first and second
layers. We only provide models for the first three area’s to include “User Needs”,
“Model Needs”, and “Data Needs”.

4 Application and Evaluation

We conducted three case studies to investigate how our framework and tool
could contribute to engineering AI-based systems with a human-centred perspec-
tive, and if it would benefit the process of creating human-centred AI software.
In this section we describe the process we used in designing, selecting, recurring,
and conducting the case study research in order to evaluate our proposed tool
and framework.
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Fig. 5. The Confluence collaboration page used to conduct the case study (from [5])

The unit of analysis was the AI software projects that our participants were
working on or have previously worked on. We wanted to analyze the actual
process of building AI software, and how could these processes improve [13].

4.1 Case Study Design

The case study was designed following the guidelines presented in [21] and the
steps provided in [36]. The study included two to three meetings intended to
elicit requirements for an AI system from the participants and a final workshop
or meeting to model the elicited requirements. Each meeting and workshop took
between an hour to two hours of the participant’s time. Once all the requirements
were elicited and modelled we conducted a final interview to evaluate our tool,
the interview questions included:

1. General information about the participants’ role in the organization, types
of projects they have worked on, and years of experience. No identifying
information such as name, age or contact details was collected (unless the
participant wanted to be acknowledged). These questions aimed at identify-
ing what type of projects were used within a particular application domain
and helped us find how the Requirements Engineering (RE) would differ
depending on the application domain.

2. The second set of questions involved finding if the catalogue helped in iden-
tifying human-centred aspects of the project that the participants were not
aware of. Also, these questions helped us evaluate the framework and mod-
elling tool including identifying what tools were our participants currently
using if they had any limitations, and if the proposed framework addressed
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any of these limitations. Finally, we asked our participants how could we
improve the framework.

4.2 Study selection & Recruitment

When selecting the pilot projects, we looked for software projects that were
either fully established, towards the end of the software life cycle, or at the early
stages of the development process. The reason for selecting more established
projects is that we wanted to see how the original RE process differed from
before applying our framework to after implementing the framework. It was
also important to see which requirements were not considered, and how these
requirements changed over time. The main selection criteria for the software
project was that it had to include an AI component, as our framework only
focused on eliciting and modelling requirements for the AI part of the software
system. Initially, the search was open to any application domain, and no specific
domain was targeted during recruitment.

Once the ethics approval was obtained, we recruited participants based on
our inclusion criteria as follows:

1. Any practitioner or researcher working on building a software system with
an AI component.

2. The participant had to have no prior knowledge about our framework.
3. The participant did not need to have any modelling knowledge, as we wanted

to see how much time novice vs expert users needed to learn how to use our
modelling tool.

4. The participant could be from any of the following disciplines: Software engi-
neers, requirements engineers, data scientists, ML specialists, AI developers,
IT professionals, project managers, academics, researchers, and research stu-
dents.

Participants that agreed to undertake the evaluation study were given a
plain language statement and consent form that explained our research aims,
contributions and possible findings. Once we collected the participants’ consents
we started conducting the meetings, workshops and interviews. Each meeting
and workshop took approximately an hour to complete. We used the participants’
preferred communication method and the meetings were conducted using either
MS Teams or in person at the participants’ work locations.

4.3 The iMove Project

The iMove project [19] involves designing and building a real-time health appli-
cation for people with type 2 diabetes (T2D). The application keeps track of the
user’s behaviour towards movement, measures the sedentary time, and provides
notifications to remind the user to move. These notifications consist of predicted
messages from the DL model to remind the person to stand up or walk after
sitting for a prolonged time.
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We recruited three people that worked on the iMove project with different
roles including a project manager, a data scientist, and a software engineer. We
created a dedicated project in Confluence for the iMove project, and access to
the page was given to each participant. Participants could go back at any time
and edit the elicited requirements and models. Due to their busy schedules, three
different sessions were conducted using Microsoft Teams with each participant
individually. Requirements were elicited using the catalogue from each of the
three participants. Each session lasted between 45 minutes up to two hours.
Once all the requirements were elicited, a holistic view of the iMove project was
established. More details on the iMove project can be found in [5].

4.4 The VR 360◦video enhancer project

The first project used Deep Learning (DL) to enhance the quality of 360◦ videos
for VR platforms. The main aim of the AI-based software was to improve the
Quality of Experience (QoE) and Quality of Service (QoS) for systems streaming
and rendering 360◦ video content. Current solutions used in building 360◦video
content can result in a degradation in the final quality of the video due to
stitching multiple videos, bandwidth constraints when streaming, and the quality
of hardware used by the end-users [22, 10, 50]. The proposed solution was to
enhance the quality of the final product using AI-based software. We recruited
a data scientist working on the VR 360◦video enhancer project and elicited
and modelled requirements for the project. More detail on the VR 360◦video
enhancer project can be found in [2].

4.5 The Planogram Compliance Project

Planograms are used in retail to manage items on display. They are used as
visual representations for where products should be located on store shelves to
maximize sales [32]. Planogram compliance checks if the products displayed on
shelves in retail stores are in the same order as the given planogram [48]. Different
methods are used to ensure that retail stores comply with the planogram. These
methods range from manually checking the store shelf to using Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) [24] and IoT systems [25]. However, the first approach
can be costly in human resources, and the second can have limitations related
to using sensors and installation costs [51]. More recent efforts have focused
on using AI to provide more affordable solutions. One study used computer
vision to identify recurring patterns of items that are not placed correctly on a
self without the need of a template [38]. Other approaches experimented with
different Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) DL models to find the most
suitable planogram compliance outcomes for a given dataset [16].

For this case study, we elicit and model requirements for a project provided
by a client to build a solution for a planogram compliance system using AI
software. We recruited four people to work on that project. An initial workshop
was set to elicit requirements, and each participant was given access to the space
dedicated to the planogram compliance project in Confluence. The workshop
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took approximately two hours to complete. Once the requirements were obtained,
we modelled them using the provided templates and shared them with each
participant. We followed up with four separate interviews to get the participant’s
feedback. A higher-level view of the project is presented in Figure 6.

User will take a picture 
of the supermarket shelf and  

a planogram compliance 
report is generated

Data Need Requirements

+ ID:type = D1
+ Name:  PlanogramDataNeed
+ Text: Data needs collected for the 
planogram compliance report
+ Does data match user needs?  

+ Data source: private 
+ Features: Geometry bounding box
+ Labels: product vs no product
+ Sampling rate: Currently Unknown  
+ Examples: coordinates of the bounding 
box for the space
+ Feedback used as data: no
+ Constraints: Time & quality of images 
taken by end user
+ Biases: Data is given from the client, 
there might be biases in data 

User Need Requirements

+ ID:type = U1
+ Name: PlanogramUserNeed
+ Text:  User needs for the planogram 
compliance report
+  Is target for AI: Yes

+ Target users:  Marketing, retail, and 
advertising 
+ Need for the system: improve 
business planogram compliance  
+ System purpose: Generate a 
compliance report  between the picture 
of success and supermarket self 
+ User interaction: Reactive - user 
takes a picture and asks for a report
+ User awareness: Invisible AI 
features
+ Approach:   
+ Reward Function: 

Model Need Requirements 

+ ID:type = M1
+ Name: PlanogramModelNeed
+ Text: Model needs for the planogram 
compliance report

+ Algorithm optimizing for:  Start with   
accuracy 
+ Model type:  supervised and 
unsupervised
+ Training: Static
+ Tools: 
+ Evaluate model: 

Fig. 6. A holistic view of elicited requirements for the planogram-compliance project

We note that this case study was conducted during the early stages of the
development process. Therefore, there were a lot of unknown requirements. One
of the major issues in requirements elicitation is unknown unknowns, which rep-
resents requirements neither the stakeholder nor the elicitor is aware of [58, 27].
When eliciting requirements for the planogram compliance project, we noticed
that there were more unknown-unknown requirements in comparison to the pre-
vious two case studies.

User Needs for the Planogram Compliance Project. The need for this
system was given to the team working on this project by an outside company.
The client provided them with the data and asked them to solve an existing prob-
lem with planogram compliance. The system’s primary purpose was to compare
the picture of success (the given planogram) and a picture taken of the retail
store self. Consequently, someone from the marketing and advertising depart-
ment will take that picture, and the system will generate a compliance report.
It was estimated for now that the system would be able to measure correctly to
around 80% of its capacity.

The next step involved identifying the limitations and benefits of the system.
The benefits included ensuring that the retail stores complied with requests from
marketing and advertising to where items should be located on shelves. The
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other advantage allowed the marketing department to understand if a product
would sell faster depending on its location on the self. There were a number
of existing limitations that included the data, as we will explain in section 4.5.
The other limitations were related to the performance of the final system, as
the model would need to be compressed when used over the server, affecting its
performance. Thus, the system would operate slower when used directly from
the device. The system was designed to be reactive in the sense that the end
user will ask for the system to check if the image of the shelf complies with the
planogram provided by the retailer. The end user might not have been aware of
the AI component.

When reviewing the choice between automation vs augmentation, the partic-
ipants said it was too early to determine. However, after further discussions with
the participants, we established that the choice would depend on a combination
of system performance and end-user needs. The end user needs should be settled
with the client, and if there is the need for a feedback loop, i.e., the person at
the retail store taking the photo is the same person providing feedback, then we
need to capture that and build the system to augment. Conversely, if there is a
downstream process that later validates the outcome, and they don’t need the
end user to interact with the system, they could build towards automation. The
system’s performance is the other aspect that would influence the decision to
build automation vs. augmentation. Automation could be considered if the sys-
tem performs well and the end user needs minimal interaction with the system.
However, if the model’s performance is poor, the resulting system might need
to incorporate more feedback from the end user, making augmentation a better
approach.

Next, we wanted to identify the choice of the reward function or evaluation
method. The participants could not answer this question since the project was
still in the very early phases. However, we discussed the possible consequences of
having an incorrect prediction. The first step was to identify what would happen
if an FP vs. an FN existed. If an FP is present, then the compliance report would
predict that the product is presumably in the correct location on the shelf when
in reality, it is missing or misplaced. On the other hand, an FN indicates that
the product is placed in its correct location, but the compliance report shows
that the product is misplaced.

Having an FP or an FN will affect the generated compliance report. Having
an FP would mean that a retailer being not compliant will go undetected. This
will have a more significant loss towards the marketing department as a missing
item is not reported in this situation. In the condition where an FN is present,
the report will claim that the supermarket was not compliant when in fact, they
were compliant, and the marketing or advertising department will be presuming
false accusations against them.

In this particular situation, the different fallouts to account for should be
discussed with the client to conclude which of the incorrect predictions will have
higher stakes. Additionally, it was early to suggest how predictions were going
to be used in making decisions. The participants explained that they had to deal
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with multiple predictions used in multiple models. Therefore, it was difficult to
report how the predictions were going to be used per model and how it would
influence the final output. Requirements for user needs are shown in Figure 7.

Identify user needs

limitations 
to the user

Limitations to 
build the system

They are limited to 
the data provided 
to them from the 

client

Image quality 
might effect the 

report

To sell certain 
products faster

To understand if 
products sell faster 
depending on self 

location

How well can 
the system do what 

it should?

At this stage its 
measured to estimate 

around 80%

Marketing

invisible (The 
end user might not 

necessarily  know there 
is an AI component 

making the 
comparison)

Reactive 

Depending 
on the clients 
requirements

Reduce FP

Bad for the marketing 
department as the 
supermarket was 

compliant

Evaluate the 
tradeoff of having 

a FP vs FN

The model is 
compressed so 
might perform 

better on the server 
than on devices

Is the user 
aware of the 

AI?

How will the 
system interact with 

the user?

Identify 
capabilities / 
limitations

Evaluate 
approach 

Evaluation 
Matrix

Identify 
what the system is 

used for?

Identify the 
users?

Identify 
why we need the 

system?

Solve an 
existing 

problem of 
planogram 
compliance

Time

Find the 
compliance 

between 
supermarket self 

and picture of 
sucess

FNFP

Will effect marketing 
as the supermarket is 
not compliant and it is 

not detected

When to provide a 
prediction 

Retail Advertising

The user 
needs to take 

a photo

Compare an 
image with the 
planogram to 
generate a 
compliance 

report

Product is placed 
in its correct location 

but report show its not 
there

The compliance 
report predicts that 

the image is there but 
the product is not

?

Does 
the end user 

need to validate 
the final 
report?

Yes

Use 
Augmentation

Use 
Automation

No

Fig. 7. Model with the User Needs requirements for the planogram compliance project

Model Needs for the Planogram Compliance project. Limited require-
ments were established for this area. There were more unknowns in the Model
Needs to include a balance between overfitting and underfitting, how the qual-
ity of the model is going to be evaluated, and identifying tools post evaluation.
Some requirements were not fully established as they couldn’t predict how the
model would behave on the provided training dataset. The type of model used
for this task was a DL model with a combination of supervised and unsuper-
vised learning. They planned to optimize for accuracy and then move towards
robustness as the project progressed. A static offline method was used to train
the model, and they did not account for user feedback in re-training the model.
Nevertheless, the project was still in its early phases, so more requirements were
still unknown at this stage, and more requirements would change or emerge as
the project progressed.

Model tuning was done at the start of the project. The ML engineer explained
that the standard way to build an ML project these days was to use a pre-trained
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model and fine-tune it to adjust to the specific task. Using an existing model
also depended on the dataset. If the data contained images or text, it was more
common to fine-tune an existing model. Also, pre-evaluation was performed using
a Python library to generate an initial analysis of the data per branch and adjust
the number of data for model training. Specifying for scalability issues was a bit
more tricky, as initially, the system was customized to work on one platform
only, which meant that such issues might not be apparent. However, if future
plans include adding more platforms, this requirement should be investigated
further. Requirements for model needs are shown in detail in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Model with the Model Needs requirements for planogram compliance project

Data Needs for the Planogram Compliance project. Data needs involved
identifying requirements related to the data selection, including establishing fea-
tures, labels, examples, and the sampling rate. The initial model used was to
classify if the product was on the self or missing. Therefore, labelling the data
was done implicitly by using an ML model to classify them as product vs no
product. Features included adding a geometry bounding box around each prod-
uct. Each row of data (examples) included the coordinates of the bounding box
for each space. Finally, the sampling will depend on the evaluations to find the
correct amount of data needed for the model training and testing.

Constraints related to the data included the quality of images and the time
needed to clean and label the data. The quality constraint was a concern as it
required the end user to take an image, which might compromise the compliance
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Fig. 9. Model with the Data Needs requirements for the planogram compliance project

report if the quality of the image was not adequate. Therefore, the development
team had to consider the image quality when building the product. The second
constraint was time, as the client had given them a deadline to deliver the
product. Thus, they needed to provide high-quality data within the given time
frame to support the training and testing of the model.

The data was a private dataset given to the development team by the client.
Certain aspects, such as biases and if the data was responsibly sourced, were
unknown to our participants. These biases could include more representations
of certain products or missing products, which might affect the quality of the
predictions when using new products. Moreover, the same amount of images
from each category was used when training the model to avoid selection bias.
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Ensuring the data quality meant providing accurate, complete, consistent,
credible, and current data. The last two measures were unknown as they had
to assume that the given data was authentic and collected within the correct
time frame. Making the data accurate involved transforming each image to a
similar scale before feeding it into the model. There were a few issues with data
consistency, as the images needed to be more consistent. The dataset had images
that were different in size, quality, and colour. Therefore, to make the data
consistent, they resized all the images to the same size and transformed them
from RGB to grayscale. Another presenting issue was regarding the completeness
of the data, as the images provided by the client were only front-view images.
This caused issues when training the model; if a product was displayed with the
back or side view on the self, the model could not recognize it. Subsequently,
they had to ask the client to provide more robust images with front and side
views of the products to improve the model’s performance. Requirements for
data needs are shown in Figure 9.

5 Interview-based Evaluation

5.1 Study Design

We invited the eight participants we worked with during the case studies to
reflect on what they thought of our tool and whether it effectively supported
eliciting and modelling requirements for AI software. Seven people responded
and agreed to participate. The data scientist from the iMove project was not
available for the interview stage due to personal reasons. Consent was obtained
from each participant. Interviews were carried out either via the online platform
Microsoft Teams or in person at the participant’s work location. The interviews
took between 20 minutes to one hour to conduct, and they were all audio recorded
and transcribed for later analysis. Different roles included: one software engineer,
one project manager, two data scientists, and three ML experts. Participants had
work experience ranging from 1.5 to 10 years, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Participants experience’s

ID Role Years of Application
Experience Domain

P1 Software Engineer 2 years Digital health
P2 Project Manager 9 years Digital health
P3 Data Scientist 2 years Multimedia
P4 ML Engineer 10 years Marketing
P5 ML Engineer 3 years Marketing
P6 ML Scientist 8 years Marketing
P7 Data Scientist 1.5 years Marketing

Each interview was transcribed and saved into a separate Word document
for thematic analysis. Themes were created based on the research questions, and
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codes were extracted in the process. Since we had a smaller sample size, there
was no need to use a qualitative software platform, and instead, we created a
table to group the main themes with their corresponding codes. A new row was
created for each theme, and emerging codes were created and grouped under
that theme. Each code was linked to its definition and the relevant examples
from the transcribed interviews. Once the coding process started, codes were
highlighted and grouped into themes. Also, we looked for emerging new mean-
ingful patterns found in the transcripts and grouped them into new themes [34,
17]. Through some of the new emerging codes, we could identify which parts of
the human-centred requirements were ignored most and what methods some of
our participants were adopting when writing requirements.

5.2 Advantages of the Framework and Tool

We had positive feedback when it came to using the tool. Only some of the
participants were technical in AI development. P2 was not technical and only
focused on the business side of the project, and P1 was not familiar with AI
development and worked on engineering the sensors and data collection. We had
the most positive results from P2, and coming from a non-technical background,
the models made it easier to understand the requirements for data needs and
model needs. The key advantages of using our tool from the participant’s point
of view are summarised as follows:

Systematic Method: The first visible advantage of our framework was
that it provided a more systematic way to write and model requirements for
AI software. P3 explained that some of the issues they faced when building AI
solutions were the lack of a systematic approach and the difficulty of putting
ideas together. Having the framework provided a more organized guideline to
follow and made them see things differently, “if I did that from the beginning, I
think a few things would have been different regarding the system”.

Holistic View: P3 reported that before using the framework, it was difficult
to see which parts of the system interacted with each other. However, after
getting familiar with our tool, they said that having the holistic view could
allow them to see how the different features and needs interrelated with each
other and helped them think differently regarding the system’s needs. P1 and
P2 both note that the tool helps look at the entire system first before going into
the feature level. P1 explains that as developers, they always think about the
system’s features rather than the entire system as a whole.

Catalog: The catalogue was helpful as it got the human-centred aspects
that most participants have not thought about when building their software
solutions. P5 found it beneficial to have such a catalogue, especially when starting
a new project, and it could be used as a checklist. P7 said it helped gather
client and user requirements at the start of the project. The benefit would be
to establish expectations from the stakeholder’s perspective. Also, it would be
clear for someone coming new to the project, as we found that sometimes people
leave and new people join halfway through the project.
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Model: The advantages of the model included providing a visual representa-
tion of the system requirements. P6 explained that having such detail is impor-
tant when working with ML models. If the accuracy is not working as expected,
they can rely on the models to visualize what went wrong in order to improve the
performance. Using yellow for limitations was favoured by three of the partici-
pants. P2 mentions that “limitations are negative and having it coloured yellow
made it easier to distinguish”. P2 mentioned that using notations such as icons,
database notations, and decisions was convenient as they could easily identify
them without checking the legend. P6 said that there were aspects of the model,
such as data feature engineering, that they were already performing but never
explicitly visualized and having the visual element would be useful.

Assigning tasks: One participant said that the tool would be suitable for
assigning tasks to different team members. P1 explained that specific tasks could
be given to each person working on the project. For example, when P1 was
working on data collection, they needed to know how much data to collect and
what was the data rate. Using the tool, the project manager or ML specialist
could set a given task for the software engineer to collect the data.

Documentation for future use: Two participants mentioned that our tool
would be helpful for documentation, and having the visual aspect will make it
easier to go back and revise information for future use.

Collaboration: Having a platform where everyone can work on the same
project is one of the positive outcomes of the project. P2 felt that it was a good
choice to use confluence. They clarify that “using confluence compared to other
platforms that I have used before such as Jira was easy to use.” P2 also felt that
such a platform could help shorten the study’s duration and clarify everything.

5.3 Limitations of the Framework and Tool

We asked the participants if there were any missing elements from the framework
and how we could improve our tool. Key suggested improvements included ex-
panding the catalogue to include a wider range of requirements and reducing the
complexity of the final models. Our framework mostly focused on AI solutions us-
ing classifications. Thus, when we extracted the requirements via the catalogue,
we found that parts of the User Needs were not relevant in the first case study,
and the reward function would have been a loss function instead. P3 and P6
said that we needed to include other AI applications to make it more inclusive,
and the way the system expects to be evaluated needs to be broader. The second
suggestion to improve the framework was to provide a system where a task could
be assigned to a role. The idea was to include an option to provide information
specific to each role and which parts of the project they needed to complete.
The third suggestion was to include a timestamp to keep track of changes. P5
explains that some questions were too early to ask, and requirements that were
changed later on needed a timestamp to know when these changes were added.
The advantage of having the timestamp would also help trace back the changes
made “every time we lock a requirement, we add a timestamp, and when we
make a change, we can know that according to the timeframe”.
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Key suggested improvements to the catalogue and modelling language in-
cluded:

Use real-world data: P7 suggested including requirements that ensure the
data is from the real world and that the project does not use superficial data.
They explained that sometimes people build ML models based on available data
without knowing if they use real-world data. Therefore, we need to provide
assumptions in relation to the data being real data.

Use practitioner terminology: P6 felt that the terminology used in the
catalogue was a bit different than the terminology used in practice. P6 explained
that the terminology we used was more literature based and suggested that the
terminology aspects could be improved so it would be helpful for the industry.

Use examples to explain terminology: On the contrary, P2 coming from
a non-technical background, found the terminologies more challenging to under-
stand “I had some questions and aspects I did not understand as I am not from
an engineering background, and you had to clarify those to me”. They sug-
gested we provide examples in the catalogue to explain the concepts and include
a comment section to provide feedback when required.

Model complexity: The major limitation to the models was that it could
get a bit complex at some point “given it’s an A4 window, it’s a bit packed,”
explained P1. For example, much information was presented in the Data Needs
model, and keeping track of it was difficult. Suggestions to Reduce the complexity
of the final models included:

– Divide the model into smaller sub-models.
– Categorize each part of the model.
– Highlight parts of the diagram based on how it’s categorized.
– Have multiple branches where each stakeholder can focus on the zone that

is allocated for them.
– Draw a borderline or different colour per branch.
– Label tasks with a bounding box so that the user can see separate tasks

Modelling language enhancements: Room for improvement to the mod-
elling language included adding more colour. P2 said that they were visual learn-
ers, and colour helped them distinguish features in the model.

6 Discussion

We applied the tool to three case studies from three different application
domains. For the first two case studies, the requirements were elicited and mod-
eled toward the end of the project. Whereas for the third case study, we elicited
requirements during the early phases of the development process. We found that
there were more missing requirements in the third case study. The concern was
that there were a lot of unanswered questions, especially the ones related to
the human-centered aspects. Also, there was limited communication between
the team and the stakeholders, and some team members were unaware of what
others were doing.
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6.1 Missing Human-centered Aspects

Before implementing the RE4HCAI framework, we found that many human-
centered aspects were missing from the final product. Most of the development
was based on the technical aspects of building the AI-based system. For example,
classifying what data was needed was based on technical aspects, to include
model and hardware needs, and the human perspective was ignored. Most of
the elements in the user needs were missing. Our participants said they had to
re-consider most of the user needs only after viewing the models.

The missing significant human-centered aspects that were not discussed with
the stakeholder at the start of the project from all the three case studies included:

– Did not consider discussing the systems limitations and capabilities with the
stakeholders.

– How the user was going to interact with the AI system, and if they needed
to be aware of it or not.

– Deciding on automating the system or augmenting users tasks.
– Deciding on evaluation matrices used, what are potential benefits for each

method used, and calculating trade-offs to using the selected method.
– Deciding on how predictions are going to be used in making decisions and

the impact of using new predictions and feedback.
– How is the model going to be adjusted to user behavior.
– Choosing the tools used to evaluate the model
– Identifying biases in data and how to avoid under or over representing data,

this was not considered even towards the end of the projects.
– Reporting and addressing biases in data

Some of our participants argued that it would have been too early to identify
these requirements. Some of them were more obvious such as questions related
to overfeeding, underfeeding, FP, and FN. Although our participants emphasize
that these could only have become known once they had enough data to identify,
we argue that these should have been planned earlier. Especially aspects such as
calculating the trade-off of having an FP vs. an FN or providing augmentation
vs. automation. P5 explains that they only think about the impact of having
a FP vs a FN towards the end, “basically, at the start of any ML experiment,
we cover a bunch of models, and we feed the data into those models and carry
some evaluation metric and then from that moment we start calculating the FP
and the FN”. However, P7 and P2 both agreed that it was essential to calculate
the trade-off between having a TP and FP before starting the project, as you
need to know which one has a higher trade-off, especially if you are working
in the medical domain. Thus, we believe that this is something that should be
established early on with the stakeholder to ensure trust.

6.2 Requirements and Methods Currently Used

When talking to our participants, we could establish some of the current methods
used in RE. We found that building AI software is mostly based on trial and
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error, with limited structure or planning. P6 explains that although ML is mainly
based on trial and error, it doesn’t mean that we have to follow that method
blindly. He later explained that they run their projects based on some logical
reasoning. They usually start with a specific set of high-level requirements that
cover a broader idea of what needs to be done. Then, as the project progresses,
they derive new requirements one by one.

Furthermore, these requirements usually depend on the model’s accuracy
and client requirements. For example, in the planogram compliance project,
image similarity recognition might work perfectly fine when tested by the team.
However, when the project is deployed in the real world, and they send people
to the supermarket to take photos, they might not capture them as intended.
The images might be blurry, low quality, or at an angle the ML model has not
been trained to recognize. Therefore, they must train on a wider range of images
to improve accuracy. In reality, having that much training data is not always
possible. Thus, they have to come up with other solutions to generate different
variations of images using AI and send them back into the pipeline to re-train
the model for more robust results.

The iterative approach of training the system is something they had to learn.
However, there is the need to establish the requirements that determine how
many rounds of trial and error we can have and when to stop. Both P4 and
P6 argued that the time needed to ensure desirable results were subjective and
depended on several factors, including 1) Establishing an agreement with the
client and explaining that the results will never be 100% accurate. 2) The time
frame that is given to complete the project. 3) How well the model will perform
on the given dataset. 4) The allocated budget. 5) Account for failure.

In transitional software engineering, we start with the requirements and iden-
tify the features that need to be included in the system. Furthermore, establish-
ing if a given feature is worth investing in could be known early on. However,
in AI, you cannot justify the requirements or if the given feature is worth the
investment. P4 explains that “you think you can do the project, but the budget
just burns down, and you still don’t know”. Thus, before starting a project in
AI, you need to demonstrate if there is any value in a given requirement and
establish expectations with the stakeholder, or except failure, “and people don’t
like failure” explains P4.

6.3 Known Unknowns in RE4AI

We found that this project presented more known unknown requirements, such as
using automation vs. augmentation or when predictions should be provided. The
reason for having these unknowns was linked to two possible causes. The first one
was that most of the requirements presented in our catalog were not discussed
with the stakeholder early on in the project’s life cycle. The second reason was
associated with the black-box nature of AI and the limited knowledge of how
well the chosen model will perform on the available data. Regardless of the two
reasons, we argue that these presenting known unknowns should be discussed
with the stakeholder to avoid having high expectations from the stakeholder’s
side and establish trust.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented our framework and tool for eliciting and modelling
requirements for human-centred AI. The tool is used to evaluate our proposed
framework which is based on the industrial human-centred guidelines, RE4AI
requirements obtained from the literature, and a user survey. These results were
used as a baseline to build our RE for Human-centered AI (RE4HCAI) frame-
work. The tool was evaluated using three real world case studies and interviews
with seven experts. We found that human-centred aspects were largely ignored
in all three case studies, and that more requirements were unknown during the
early phases of the development process, and many requirements changed or
evolved as the project advanced toward deployment.

We only evaluated the first three areas of the RE4HCAI framework, i.e., user,
data, and model needs. One reason for selecting these three areas was because
they were more favoured by our participants in the user survey. However, we feel
that the other two areas, including feedback & user control and errors & fail-
ures, are under-represented by literature and practice. Regarding our fifth area,
explainability & trust, we found that most of the existing work was theoretical,
with limited empirical evaluations in research. Although this area was prevalent
in our survey, we did not have the time to evaluate it during this project. Since
the results from the survey emphasized that all six areas should be included in
RE, we propose to evaluate them in the future.
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